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Physics motivation 4

Hadron ~GeV/c2

u u
d<<u u

d

Current quark ~ MeV/c2 Contribution of Higgs mechanism 
is a few percent

Spontaneous breaking 
of chiral symmetry

Many theoretical calculations …

QCD sum rule

ρ, ω meson

φ meson

T. Hatsuda and S. H. Lee, 
Phys. Rev. C 46, R34 
(1992)

Vector meson mass and quark condensate 
are linked by theoretical calculation 
(QCD sum rule).

<qq>

nuclear density

Chiral symmetry breaking is suggested 
to be restored at nuclear density.



!! e!e" spectrum in Au! Au collisions at
!!!!!!!!
sNN
p #

200 GeV [14]. Recently, the LEPS Collaboration reported
a possible "!N modification in-medium by measuring the
A dependence of the ! photoproduction yields in the
K!K" decay mode [15]. Thus far, no clear evidence for
the modification of the ! meson mass has been observed
in the above experiments. The result described in the
present Letter is the first positive signal of the ! meson
modification.

Detector elements relevant to our analysis are briefly
described as follows. For further details of the E325 spec-
trometer, see [16]. It comprises two arms with electron ID
counters and kaon ID counters that share a dipole magnet
and tracking devices. The typical acceptance in the labo-
ratory frame was 0:5< rapidity <2:0 and 1< #$< 3 for
e!e" pairs. In the present Letter, we report analysis results
with e!e"-triggered data collected in 2001 and 2002. A
primary proton beam with a typical intensity of 9 $7% & 108

per 1.8-sec spill in 2001 (2002) was delivered to targets
located at the center of the magnet. In order to observe the
nucleus-size dependence, we accumulated data by using
two types of targets, carbon and copper. In 2001, one
carbon and two copper targets were used simultaneously,
while in 2002, one carbon and four copper targets were
used simultaneously. The thickness of each copper target
was 73 mg=cm2 and that of the carbon target was
92 $184% mg=cm2 in 2001 (2002). They were aligned along
the beam axis and separated typically by 46 (23) mm in
2001 (2002).

To reproduce the observed invariant mass spectra, we
performed a detailed detector simulation using GEANT4
[17]. All the experimental effects that affect the invariant
mass spectrum, such as multiple scattering and energy loss
including the external Bremsstrahlung of particles, track-
ing performance with chamber resolution, and misalign-
ment of tracking devices, were considered. The effect of
internal radiative corrections was also taken into account
according to [18]. The mass resolution of !! e!e" was
estimated to be 10:7 MeV=c2.

We reconstructed the masses of the ! mesons from the
measured momenta of the e! and e". Figure 1 shows the
obtained invariant mass distributions. We divided the data
into three parts based on the #$ values of the observed
e!e" pairs, #$< 1:25, 1:25< #$< 1:75, and 1:75<
#$. We fitted each mass spectrum with a resonance shape
of!! e!e" and a quadratic background curve. For the!
meson resonance shape, we used the Breit-Wigner curve
M!$m% / 1='$m"m0%2 ! $!0=2%2( with pole mass m0 #
1019:456 MeV=c2 and decay width !0 # 4:26 MeV=c2

convoluted over the detector response in the simulation
according to the kinematical distributions of the ! mesons
in each #$ region. The kinematical distributions of the !
meson were obtained by the nuclear cascade code JAM
[19], which reproduced well the observed distributions as
shown in Fig. 2. The relative abundance of the ! mesons
N!, and the parameters of the quadratic background were

obtained from the fit. The fit region was from 0.85 to
1:2 GeV=c2. The carbon data were well reproduced by
the fit in all the #$ regions. On the other hand, the copper
data in the lowest #$ region contradicted the applied
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FIG. 1. Obtained e!e" distributions with the fit results. The
target and #$ region are shown in each panel. The points with
error bars represent the data. The solid lines represent the fit
results with an expected !! e!e" shape and a quadratic
background. The dashed lines represent the background.
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FIG. 2. Kinematical distributions of e!e" pairs in the mass
region 0:95<Mee < 1:05 GeV=c2. Acceptance was not cor-
rected. Distributions of (a) #$ and (b) contours in transverse
momentum and rapidity. In the plot (a), points represent data and
the line represents simulation result using the nuclear cascade
code, JAM [19].
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Previous experiment 5
○KEK-PS E325 
　・12 GeV p+A->(ρ, ω, φ)+X 
　　(ρ, ω, φ)->e+e- (almost free from final state interaction) 
　・Low background and static environment compared to HI.

It is important to establish the spectral 
modification with enough high statistics.

R. Muto, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 98, 042501(2007)

!! e!e" spectrum in Au! Au collisions at
!!!!!!!!
sNN
p #

200 GeV [14]. Recently, the LEPS Collaboration reported
a possible "!N modification in-medium by measuring the
A dependence of the ! photoproduction yields in the
K!K" decay mode [15]. Thus far, no clear evidence for
the modification of the ! meson mass has been observed
in the above experiments. The result described in the
present Letter is the first positive signal of the ! meson
modification.

Detector elements relevant to our analysis are briefly
described as follows. For further details of the E325 spec-
trometer, see [16]. It comprises two arms with electron ID
counters and kaon ID counters that share a dipole magnet
and tracking devices. The typical acceptance in the labo-
ratory frame was 0:5< rapidity <2:0 and 1< #$< 3 for
e!e" pairs. In the present Letter, we report analysis results
with e!e"-triggered data collected in 2001 and 2002. A
primary proton beam with a typical intensity of 9 $7% & 108

per 1.8-sec spill in 2001 (2002) was delivered to targets
located at the center of the magnet. In order to observe the
nucleus-size dependence, we accumulated data by using
two types of targets, carbon and copper. In 2001, one
carbon and two copper targets were used simultaneously,
while in 2002, one carbon and four copper targets were
used simultaneously. The thickness of each copper target
was 73 mg=cm2 and that of the carbon target was
92 $184% mg=cm2 in 2001 (2002). They were aligned along
the beam axis and separated typically by 46 (23) mm in
2001 (2002).

To reproduce the observed invariant mass spectra, we
performed a detailed detector simulation using GEANT4
[17]. All the experimental effects that affect the invariant
mass spectrum, such as multiple scattering and energy loss
including the external Bremsstrahlung of particles, track-
ing performance with chamber resolution, and misalign-
ment of tracking devices, were considered. The effect of
internal radiative corrections was also taken into account
according to [18]. The mass resolution of !! e!e" was
estimated to be 10:7 MeV=c2.

We reconstructed the masses of the ! mesons from the
measured momenta of the e! and e". Figure 1 shows the
obtained invariant mass distributions. We divided the data
into three parts based on the #$ values of the observed
e!e" pairs, #$< 1:25, 1:25< #$< 1:75, and 1:75<
#$. We fitted each mass spectrum with a resonance shape
of!! e!e" and a quadratic background curve. For the!
meson resonance shape, we used the Breit-Wigner curve
M!$m% / 1='$m"m0%2 ! $!0=2%2( with pole mass m0 #
1019:456 MeV=c2 and decay width !0 # 4:26 MeV=c2

convoluted over the detector response in the simulation
according to the kinematical distributions of the ! mesons
in each #$ region. The kinematical distributions of the !
meson were obtained by the nuclear cascade code JAM
[19], which reproduced well the observed distributions as
shown in Fig. 2. The relative abundance of the ! mesons
N!, and the parameters of the quadratic background were

obtained from the fit. The fit region was from 0.85 to
1:2 GeV=c2. The carbon data were well reproduced by
the fit in all the #$ regions. On the other hand, the copper
data in the lowest #$ region contradicted the applied
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FIG. 1. Obtained e!e" distributions with the fit results. The
target and #$ region are shown in each panel. The points with
error bars represent the data. The solid lines represent the fit
results with an expected !! e!e" shape and a quadratic
background. The dashed lines represent the background.
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FIG. 2. Kinematical distributions of e!e" pairs in the mass
region 0:95<Mee < 1:05 GeV=c2. Acceptance was not cor-
rected. Distributions of (a) #$ and (b) contours in transverse
momentum and rapidity. In the plot (a), points represent data and
the line represents simulation result using the nuclear cascade
code, JAM [19].
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J-PARC 6
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex 
・30 GeV proton, 7.0 × 1013 /spill (for hadron experiment, 2021)

※Current value: 
　・30 GeV 
　・64.5 kW (for hadron) 
　・515 kW (for neutrino)



J-PARC E16 experiment 7

Measurement of vector meson in nuclei
@J-PARC hadron experimental facility, B-line (high-p beam line). 
　・Started operation in 2020. E16 is the first experiment. 
　・30 GeV primary proton, 1.0 × 1010 /spill (2 s) 
　・Available at the same time as other beam lines

・p + (C, Cu, Pb, CH2) -> (ρ, ω, φ) + X 
・p + A interaction rate: 10 MHz (10 times higher than KEK E325) 
・Measuring vector mesons via e+e- decay. 
・100 times higher statistics than KEK E325

J-PARC hadron experimental facility

Septum magnet 
0.02 % are transferred to high-p.

high-p experimental area

high-p beam line



Spectrometer 8
J-PARC E16実

験
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• Tracking 
- SSD 
- GEM
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(HBD)

SSD GTR1
GTR2

GTR3
HBD

LG

Target

GEM TRacker 
(GTR) x3

Silicon Strip Detector 
(SSD)

Tracking

Hadron Blind Detector 
(HBD)
Lead Glass calorimeter 
(LG)

Electron ID

Enlarged View

Number of channels: ~110,000 ch

targets
beamdipole magnet

Top View
1 module

1 layer = 8 or 9 modules 
Total (upper, middle, lower): 26 modules 
(Except for 1 module on the beam orbit) 
Horizontal: ±135°, Vertical: ±45°

~5 m

○Design value 
　・Mass resolution: 5.8 MeV/c2 
　　　for slow φ (βγ <1.25) 
　・electron efficiency: 57 % 
　・π rejection: 99.97 %

J-PARC E16 

5

❏ 30 GeV primary proton beam at J-PARC (1 ×10%$protons/spill ).
❏ horizontal ±15 °~±135 °,vertical ±45°is covered by spectrometer
❏ Using CH&, C, Cu, Pb targets.
❏ Tracking                      : 5.8 MeV for slow meson (βγ < 1.25)

Electron Identification : 99.97% pion rejection
High-rate capability   : ~10' Hz interaction rate 

Side view
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 300 mmฏํͷ GEMΛ༻͢Δɻೋݩ࣍ͷҐஔใΛಡΈग़͠ɺਫฏํϐον 350 mɺ෯
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ετϦοϓ৴߸ͷಡΈग़͠ʹɺಉγεςϜ APV25Λ༻͍ͯ͠ΔɻCERNͷ RD51ίϥϘ
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Tracking detectors 9

図 2.8: Run0a,Run0b,Run0cにおいて使用した SSDの写真。

図 2.9: 今回新たに導入した SSD（STS）の写真。写真右の黒い台に乗っている板がシリコンのセ
ンサーであり、写真左の FEB8(3.4章参照)とリボンケーブルによって接続されている。

22

○Silicon Strip Detector (SSD) 
　・Developed at GSI/FAIR 
　・From next beam time. 
　・Strip configuration: XU 
　　(stereo angle : 7.5°) 
　・Size: 60 mm 
　・Position resolution: 25 μm 
　・Time resolution: 6 ns

○GEM Tracker (GTR) 
　・3 chambers 
　　with Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) 
　・Strip configuration: XY 
　・Size: 100 / 200 / 300 mm 
　・Position resolution: 100 μm (x) 
　                                300 μm (y)

Construction 

Tomoki Murakami Rad Lab Seminar 23

GEM Tracker
(1 module)

GEM foil
×~100

×8
Frame mounted module

Right-half

×8

100 mm
200 mm

300 mm



Electron ID counters 10

Figure 1: Schematic view of the E16 Spectrometer. One module, shown in the
orange area, contains a series of detectors and has an acceptance of ±15 degrees
horizontally and vertically. In the 2021 commissioning runs, the detectors in
the green area were installed. The first physics run will be performed with 8
modules.

2. Electron Identification Detectors

Hadron Blind Detector. The HBD is a gas-type Cherenkov de-
tector with a windowless and mirror-less structure, originally
developed by the PHENIX experiment[2]. Figure 2 shows the35

structure of HBD. The HBD consists of the CF4 radiator of
50 cm and the three-stacked GEMs[3] on top of which CsI is
evaporated. The GEMs amplify the photoelectrons from a CsI
photocathode, and the CF4 is also used as amplification gas.
Although the incident charged particles generate electrons by40

ionizing the gas in the drift gap, these electrons are absorbed
into the mesh. Only the electrons generated near the photocath-
ode are amplified and readout. The gap distance is optimized to
suppress the ionized electrons generated at the transfer gap.

Figure 2: The HBD operated in reverse bias. Most ionized electrons gener-
ated in the drift gap are absorbed into the mesh under a reverse bias, therefore
photoelectrons generated near the top GEM are mainly amplified.

Applying an electric field that directs ionized electrons to the45

GEM stacks in the drift gap, the HBD can detect charged par-
ticles. We call this operation voltage a “forward bias mode”.
A Forward bias mode was used to collect pion events in the
commissioning runs. In contrast, the operation voltage which
suppresses ionized electrons is called a “reverse bias mode”.50

A gas vessel of the HBD covers two modules so that the
Cherenkov photons emitted by electrons passing through the
radiator across the two modules can be detected. The size of
each GEM is 300 mm ⇥ 300 mm and four stacks are used in
a module, as shown in Fig. 3. Six modules were installed in55

2021, which means a total of 72 GEMs foils were operated.

Figure 3: Inside the gas vessel of the HBD. The vessel is made of aluminum
plates and aluminized mylar, which is used for the window where particles are
incident. The hole pitch of GEM is 110 µm with a diameter of 55 µm. The top
GEMs are plated with nickel and gold to prevent chemical reactions between
the evaporated CsI and copper electrodes. The HBD is assembled in a glove
box to protect the CsI-evaporated photocathodes from atmospheric water.

The readout pad plane consists of hexagonal pads with a
side of 10 mm. Since the Cherenkov photons are directly de-
tected on the photocathode without a mirror, they form a circu-
lar “blob” on the detector plane. The size of a blob is 34 mm60

in diameter for the 50 cm radiator, therefore an incident elec-
tron induces the signal on multiple pads. By contrast, ionized
electrons from a charged hadron cause the signal on a single
pad in most cases. In the o✏ine analysis, we use the number
of signal-induced pads to remove the signal from background65

pions (cluster size analysis)[4].
The HBD is expected to reject 98% of pions and detect 68%

of electrons based on trigger signal[5]. Using the cluster size
analysis, the rejection performance improves to 99.4% with the
electron e�ciency of 63%[1].70

Lead-glass Calorimeter. The LG is a calorimeter sensitive to
electromagnetic showers generated by an incident particle in a
lead glass. The high-energy electrons generate a larger number
of showers than pions, therefore, the LG distinguishes electrons
from pions based on the quantity of Cherenkov photons induced75

by the showers. We use lead glass SF6W with a size of 122
(W) ⇥ 154 (H) ⇥ 135 (D) mm. The radiation length is 1.69 cm,
which is 1/8 of the depth.

The Cherenkov photons are detected by a fine-mesh photo-
multiplier tube Hamamatsu R6683, which operates in a 0.5 T80

magnetic field inside the E16 spectrometer. To avoid the base-
line shift and the gain drop of PMT’s signal caused by the high
rate, we segmented the LGs into 304 blocks so that the single
rate for one block is reduced to 1 MHz or less, as shown in
Fig. 4. These PMTs are placed parallel to the incident particles85

to suppress the detection of Cherenkov photons by the incident
pions themselves.

2

Figure 1: Schematic view of the E16 Spectrometer. One module, shown in the
orange area, contains a series of detectors and has an acceptance of ±15 degrees
horizontally and vertically. In the 2021 commissioning runs, the detectors in
the green area were installed. The first physics run will be performed with 8
modules.

2. Electron Identification Detectors

Hadron Blind Detector. The HBD is a gas-type Cherenkov de-
tector with a windowless and mirror-less structure, originally
developed by the PHENIX experiment[2]. Figure 2 shows the35

structure of HBD. The HBD consists of the CF4 radiator of
50 cm and the three-stacked GEMs[3] on top of which CsI is
evaporated. The GEMs amplify the photoelectrons from a CsI
photocathode, and the CF4 is also used as amplification gas.
Although the incident charged particles generate electrons by40

ionizing the gas in the drift gap, these electrons are absorbed
into the mesh. Only the electrons generated near the photocath-
ode are amplified and readout. The gap distance is optimized to
suppress the ionized electrons generated at the transfer gap.

Figure 2: The HBD operated in reverse bias. Most ionized electrons gener-
ated in the drift gap are absorbed into the mesh under a reverse bias, therefore
photoelectrons generated near the top GEM are mainly amplified.

Applying an electric field that directs ionized electrons to the45

GEM stacks in the drift gap, the HBD can detect charged par-
ticles. We call this operation voltage a “forward bias mode”.
A Forward bias mode was used to collect pion events in the
commissioning runs. In contrast, the operation voltage which
suppresses ionized electrons is called a “reverse bias mode”.50

A gas vessel of the HBD covers two modules so that the
Cherenkov photons emitted by electrons passing through the
radiator across the two modules can be detected. The size of
each GEM is 300 mm ⇥ 300 mm and four stacks are used in
a module, as shown in Fig. 3. Six modules were installed in55

2021, which means a total of 72 GEMs foils were operated.

Figure 3: Inside the gas vessel of the HBD. The vessel is made of aluminum
plates and aluminized mylar, which is used for the window where particles are
incident. The hole pitch of GEM is 110 µm with a diameter of 55 µm. The top
GEMs are plated with nickel and gold to prevent chemical reactions between
the evaporated CsI and copper electrodes. The HBD is assembled in a glove
box to protect the CsI-evaporated photocathodes from atmospheric water.

The readout pad plane consists of hexagonal pads with a
side of 10 mm. Since the Cherenkov photons are directly de-
tected on the photocathode without a mirror, they form a circu-
lar “blob” on the detector plane. The size of a blob is 34 mm60

in diameter for the 50 cm radiator, therefore an incident elec-
tron induces the signal on multiple pads. By contrast, ionized
electrons from a charged hadron cause the signal on a single
pad in most cases. In the o✏ine analysis, we use the number
of signal-induced pads to remove the signal from background65

pions (cluster size analysis)[4].
The HBD is expected to reject 98% of pions and detect 68%

of electrons based on trigger signal[5]. Using the cluster size
analysis, the rejection performance improves to 99.4% with the
electron e�ciency of 63%[1].70

Lead-glass Calorimeter. The LG is a calorimeter sensitive to
electromagnetic showers generated by an incident particle in a
lead glass. The high-energy electrons generate a larger number
of showers than pions, therefore, the LG distinguishes electrons
from pions based on the quantity of Cherenkov photons induced75

by the showers. We use lead glass SF6W with a size of 122
(W) ⇥ 154 (H) ⇥ 135 (D) mm. The radiation length is 1.69 cm,
which is 1/8 of the depth.

The Cherenkov photons are detected by a fine-mesh photo-
multiplier tube Hamamatsu R6683, which operates in a 0.5 T80

magnetic field inside the E16 spectrometer. To avoid the base-
line shift and the gain drop of PMT’s signal caused by the high
rate, we segmented the LGs into 304 blocks so that the single
rate for one block is reduced to 1 MHz or less, as shown in
Fig. 4. These PMTs are placed parallel to the incident particles85

to suppress the detection of Cherenkov photons by the incident
pions themselves.

2

○Hadron Blind Detector (HBD) 
　・Gas type Cherenkov detector 
　　using GEM 
　・π rejection: 99.4 % (offline) 
　・electron efficiency: 63 % (offline)Lead Glass Calorimeter (LG)
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○Lead Glass Calorimeter (LG) 
　・Used under strong magnetic field 
　　(0.5 T) 
　・π rejection: 95 % (offline) 
　・electron efficiency: 90 % (offline) 
　　(for 0.4 GeV/c)
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◯Signal 
　・(ρ, ω, φ) -> e+e- 
　　Branching Ratio: 3 x 10-4 (φ) 

◯Background 
　・π0 -> e+e-γ 
　・π0 -> 2γ, γ -> e+e- 
　・π± miss ID 
　　(~100 times larger than electron) 

○Trigger Logic 
　・Require 2 electron candidates 
　・Candidate is selected 
　　by GTR3 × HBD × LG 
　　(~2,600 ch, ~1 MHz/ch) 
　・Require large opening angle 
　　for rejecting Dalitz decays. ○Expected value 

・Trigger rate: 1 kHz 
・φ surviving ratio: 74 %



been measured.
Such systematic studies enable us not only to confirm the E325 results but also to provide

new systematic information of spectral change of vector mesons in nuclei, and to contribute
to elucidate the nature of QCD vacuum.

2. EXPERIMENT

For the experiment, we will use a 30-GeV proton beam with an intensity of 1×1010 protons
per pulse, at the high-momentum beam line, which is to be constructed at J-PARC Hadron
Experimental Facility (Hadron hall). To increase the statistics by a factor of 100 compared to
E325, the beam intensity is increased by a factor of 10, the acceptance of the spectrometer is
enlarged to achieve a factor of 5, and the production cross section of the φ meson increase by
a factor of 2, within the acceptance, by changing beam energy from 12 to 30 GeV. The target
thickness must stay the same as E325, typically 0.1% interaction length and 0.5% radiation
length, for each targets, typically C and Cu, to suppress the electron background caused by
γ-conversion in the target. To cope with the expected interaction rate that is increased by a
factor of 10, to 10-20 MHz, new spectrometer based on the new technology should be built.
Also the readout circuits and DAQ system are prepared to take 1-2 kHz of trigger request
within 80% live time, coping with the background from the 10-20 MHz interaction rate.

The schematic view of a proposed spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. Nuclear targets are
located at the center of the spectrometer magnet. The primary proton beam is delivered on
the target. GEM Tracker (GTR)[18, 19] which has three tracking planes is located around
the target, between 200 mm and 600 mm in radius from the center of the magnet where the
target is located. Outside the tracker, Hadron Blind Detector (HBD)[20–22] and lead-glass
EM calorimeter (LG) are located successively to identify the electrons.

FIG. 1: Schematic view of the proposed spectrometer, the 3D view and the plan view.

GEM Tracker is required to cope with the high rate that is expected to reach 5 kHz/mm2 at
the most forward region of the proposed spectrometer. It should be noted that the COMPASS
experiment reported that their GEM Tracker works under 25 kHz/mm2 with a position
resolution of 70 µm[23].

The goal of the mass resolution is 5 MeV/c2, improved by a factor of two from that of
E325, 11 MeV/c2. With the resolution, possible double peak structure due to the modified
φ mesons in nuclei could be observed by selecting very slowly-moving φ mesons, e.g. with a
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Staging strategy 12higher statistics than that of E325 collected, as shown in this section. In addition, we also
measure the yield and kinematical distribution of vector mesons, and background conditions
in the limited detectors in this stage. Based on the information, we could blush up the
detailed plan of the next stage.

With additional budget of about 5 Oku yen, we will able to prepare the full acceptance,
which consists of 26 modules. (Cost for new module is 0.26 Oku yen/module including readout
electronics.) The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 15. We would like to run 320 shifts (RUN
2) with the configuration, and take physics data. We will be able to do systematic study of
the in-medium spectral change of vector mesons.

The expected yield of vector mesons expected for the different configuration and different
lengths of the data taking is listed in Table I. For the estimation, we assume the usage of a
400 µm -thick Carbon target and two 80 µm -thick Copper targets simultaneously, located
in-line on the beamline. Thus the total interaction length is 0.2 % and the interaction rate is
10 MHz at the target with the beam of 1×1010 protons per 2-sec pulse. Other numbers used
for the yield estimation is summarized in Table II.

FIG. 14: Detector configuration with 8 modules.
FIG. 15: Detector configuration with 26 modules.
(RUN 2)

RUN beam time configuration target φ ω

RUN 0 9 shifts 6 + 6 + 2 + 2 Cu 460 2400
RUN 0’ 9 shifts 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 Cu 840 4400
RUN 1 160 shifts 6 + 6 + 2 + 2 Cu 8200 42000
RUN 1’ 160 shifts 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 Cu 15000 (1700)
RUN 1’ 160 shifts 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 C 12000 (1500)
RUN 2 320 shifts 26 + 26 + 26 + 26 Cu 69000 (12000)

KEK-PS E325 Cu 2400 (460) 3200

TABLE I: Numbers of φ’s and ω’s expected for different configurations and lengths of the beam time,
compared to the numbers obtained by the KEK-PS E325 experiments. Numbers in parentheses are
for mesons with βγ < 1.25. Four numbers interleaved with “+” in the configuration column describes
the numbers of the modules for the four spectrometer components : SSD, GTR, HBD, and LG,
respectively.

Responsible person for each detector subsystem in the collaboration are summarized in
table III.
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○Run0 (Jun. 2020, Feb. 2021, Jun. 2021) 
　・Beam line and detectors commissioning 
　・Finished 
　・C, Cu targets 
　・403 hours

○Run1 (Planned in the beginning of 2023) 
　・First physics run 
　・C, Cu targets 
　・15k φ mesons (E325 × 6) 
　・1,280 hours 
　(・Approval by PAC is required.)

○Run2 (Planned in 2024 or later) 
　・Main physics run 
　・C, Cu, Pb, CH2 targets 
　・2,560 hours

8 modules

26 modules

6-8-6-6 modules

Run0 was finished in June 2021. 
Run1 is planned to start in 2023.



Expected result: βγ dependence 13
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Simulation results : Run1, Cu target

•さらに、βγで4つのregionに分けてFitをした結果 
•全てのregionで有意なexcessが見えていて、βγ-dependenceが確認
できる
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Figure 5: Invariant mass spectra of φ→ e+e− observed by E325. Upper
panels are for carbon and lower are for copper targets. The data are divided
by the meson velocity, slower (βγ < 1.25 ), middle (1.25 < βγ < 1.75) and
faster (1.75 < βγ ) component as shown in left, middle and right panels,
respectively. Only the data shown in the lower-left panel have significant
excess over the φ meson shape and the quadratic background curve.

For φ meson case, similar analysis was performed and the excess is ob-
served only the slowly moving component in larger nuclear target as shown
in Fig.5 from the reference [6]. The result is consistent with a view that al-
most all mesons, which are produced in nuclei with a few GeV of momentum,
should decay outside the nucleus or nuclear matter and only limited num-
ber of mesons could decay inside nucleus with mass-modification by density
effect, because the mean life is relatively longer than the nuclear size. The
velocity-dependence analysis for ρ/ω meson case is also desired and ongoing.

The number of mesons in the excess is calculated by subtracting unmod-
ified shape distorted by the detector simulation from the data and plotted in
the left panel of Fig. 6. Supposing the excess consists of modified φ meson ,
the ratio Nexcess/(Nexcess +Nφ) means the fraction of φ→ e+e− decay inside
nucleus among the total φ→ e+e− decays. The lines in the figure are the

9

Spectral modification was only seen 
in the single spectrum 
with the largest proportion 
of φ mesons decaying in nuclei.

KEK-PS E325

J-PARC E16

Spectral modification will be observed in all βγ regions 
because of large statistics and better resolution.

Cu target

βγ of φ meson
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• Run1の統計量では、
E325の結果とくらべて
統計誤差が小さくできる 
• E325実験ではβγスラ
イスで1 binしかexcess
が見られなかったが、
βγ= 0.5 - 3.5 の領域
にわたって系統的な測定
が可能となる
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By studying the βγ and target dependences of the modification probability, 
the existence of the relation between spectral modification and decaying in nuclei 
will be established.
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 @ELPH 2018Sep12  S.Yokkaichi

34E16 : momentum dependence and stat.
● momentum dependence of mass

– experimentally: extraporation  to p=0
● curve:  Lee's prediction (PRC57(98)927, up to 1GeV/c)
● full statistics (E325 x100 )  &  limited stat. (E325 x 10)

In-medium dispersion relation in QCD will be observed for the first time.

※10 times larger statistics 
　than KEK E325 
　Curve: Lee’s prediction 
　(Phys. Rev. C 57 927 (1998))



been measured.
Such systematic studies enable us not only to confirm the E325 results but also to provide

new systematic information of spectral change of vector mesons in nuclei, and to contribute
to elucidate the nature of QCD vacuum.

2. EXPERIMENT

For the experiment, we will use a 30-GeV proton beam with an intensity of 1×1010 protons
per pulse, at the high-momentum beam line, which is to be constructed at J-PARC Hadron
Experimental Facility (Hadron hall). To increase the statistics by a factor of 100 compared to
E325, the beam intensity is increased by a factor of 10, the acceptance of the spectrometer is
enlarged to achieve a factor of 5, and the production cross section of the φ meson increase by
a factor of 2, within the acceptance, by changing beam energy from 12 to 30 GeV. The target
thickness must stay the same as E325, typically 0.1% interaction length and 0.5% radiation
length, for each targets, typically C and Cu, to suppress the electron background caused by
γ-conversion in the target. To cope with the expected interaction rate that is increased by a
factor of 10, to 10-20 MHz, new spectrometer based on the new technology should be built.
Also the readout circuits and DAQ system are prepared to take 1-2 kHz of trigger request
within 80% live time, coping with the background from the 10-20 MHz interaction rate.

The schematic view of a proposed spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. Nuclear targets are
located at the center of the spectrometer magnet. The primary proton beam is delivered on
the target. GEM Tracker (GTR)[18, 19] which has three tracking planes is located around
the target, between 200 mm and 600 mm in radius from the center of the magnet where the
target is located. Outside the tracker, Hadron Blind Detector (HBD)[20–22] and lead-glass
EM calorimeter (LG) are located successively to identify the electrons.

FIG. 1: Schematic view of the proposed spectrometer, the 3D view and the plan view.

GEM Tracker is required to cope with the high rate that is expected to reach 5 kHz/mm2 at
the most forward region of the proposed spectrometer. It should be noted that the COMPASS
experiment reported that their GEM Tracker works under 25 kHz/mm2 with a position
resolution of 70 µm[23].

The goal of the mass resolution is 5 MeV/c2, improved by a factor of two from that of
E325, 11 MeV/c2. With the resolution, possible double peak structure due to the modified
φ mesons in nuclei could be observed by selecting very slowly-moving φ mesons, e.g. with a
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Detector configuration

Commissioning run 16

・Carried out in Jun. 2020, Feb. 2021, Jun. 2021 
・Beam time: 403 hours 
・Beam intensity: 1.0 × 108 - 1.2 × 1010 /spill 
・Target: Cu - C - Cu (From upstream) 
　C  : 400 μm (0.1 % interaction, 0.2 % X0) 
　Cu: 80 μm (0.05 % interaction, 0.5 % X0) 

・Started up of beam line and detectors 
・Acquired data for 
　- Detector study 
　- Trigger study 
　- Yield study 

・Unexpected micro time structure of beam 
　was found. 
　- DAQ performance was deteriorated: 
　  live time 75 % -> 15 % 
　- It will be improved in the next beam time 
　  by upgrade of power supply of accelerator magnets and beam line optics.

Target Chamber Cu CuC

6-8-6-6 modules
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Figure 7 shows the residual between the HBD (LG) hit posi-
tions and the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR hits.
Here, the criteria for defining pions are the same as in Fig. 6.
The HBD (LG) hit positions successfully match with the recon-
structed tracks. The horizontal pitch of the HBD readout pads is140

15.4 mm and the width of residual is consistent with the pitch.
The pitch of the LG segment is 124 mm horizontally and the
width seems to be reasonable.

Furthermore, the event-mixing distribution represented by
the magenta histogram is significantly suppressed compared to145

the foreground distribution in the peak regions. This means
that we obtain the tracks with good purity by requiring position
matching of the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR
and the HBD (LG) hit positions.

Figure 7: (a) Residual between all HBD hits in an event and the extrapolation
of tracks using the SSD and GTR to the HBD readout plane. The HBD was
operated in forward bias to detect mainly pions. The magenta histogram rep-
resents the residual between all hits in a mixing event and the extrapolation of
tracks without normalization.
(b) The plot shows residual for all LG hits. The mixing distribution was gener-
ated in the same way as in (a).

The response of HBD (LG) to pions defined in the LG (HBD)150

is shown in Fig. 8. Both the HBD and LG signals for pions
were su�ciently suppressed relative with the online thresholds
for electron trigger. Therefore, we confirmed that the electron
identification system exhibits the expected pion rejection per-
formance through the analysis of commissioning data.155

Figure 8: (a) ADC spectrum of the HBD calibrated with the number of pho-
toelectrons. The event samples were selected under the condition that the LG
residual was �80 to 80 mm in Fig. 7 (b). The event-mixing distribution is sub-
tracted to eliminate the e↵ect of miss-tracking. Events with no HBD hits within
a 20 mm radius of the track interpolation points were filled to 0 bin. Red line
shows the shape of the expected electron response obtained from Fig. 6 (a).
(b) The LG ADC spectrum calibrated with energy deposit of electrons. The
pion samples were generated by selecting a range of HBD residuals from �36
mm to 17 mm in Fig. 7 (a). When no LG hits are found within 80 mm of the
extrapolated points of the tracks, the entries were filled to 0 bin. 1 GeV/c elec-
trons are expected to have a distribution as shown in the red line based on prior
test experiments[5].

Outlook. The present analysis shows that the electron identi-
fication system well suppressed pions. The su�ciency of the
rejection performance estimated from these responses will be
evaluated after the yield estimation of vector mesons and the
optimization of operation conditions. The next step is to evalu-160

ate in detail the electron e�ciency of the HBD and LG, includ-
ing the incident angle and momentum dependence.

4. Summary

We have started the J-PARC E16 experiment, which aims
to investigate the mechanism of hadron mass generation due165

to partial restoration of chiral symmetry at finite density. We
measure the � meson mass via di-electron decays. The HBD
and LG were developed for this experiment, which requires
stable operation and high rejection performance under high
rate for each detectors. They were operated at the J-PARC170

high-momentum beamline in the 2020 and 2021 commission-
ing runs. We verified that the HBD and LG were successfully
operated under a high-counting rate and detected electrons. The
preliminary result of the o✏ine analysis shows that the position
matching between the electron identification system and track-175

ing devices is e↵ective to suppress pion backgrounds. Further
analysis for yield estimation is ongoing.
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Figure 7 shows the residual between the HBD (LG) hit posi-
tions and the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR hits.
Here, the criteria for defining pions are the same as in Fig. 6.
The HBD (LG) hit positions successfully match with the recon-
structed tracks. The horizontal pitch of the HBD readout pads is140

15.4 mm and the width of residual is consistent with the pitch.
The pitch of the LG segment is 124 mm horizontally and the
width seems to be reasonable.

Furthermore, the event-mixing distribution represented by
the magenta histogram is significantly suppressed compared to145

the foreground distribution in the peak regions. This means
that we obtain the tracks with good purity by requiring position
matching of the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR
and the HBD (LG) hit positions.

Figure 7: (a) Residual between all HBD hits in an event and the extrapolation
of tracks using the SSD and GTR to the HBD readout plane. The HBD was
operated in forward bias to detect mainly pions. The magenta histogram rep-
resents the residual between all hits in a mixing event and the extrapolation of
tracks without normalization.
(b) The plot shows residual for all LG hits. The mixing distribution was gener-
ated in the same way as in (a).

The response of HBD (LG) to pions defined in the LG (HBD)150

is shown in Fig. 8. Both the HBD and LG signals for pions
were su�ciently suppressed relative with the online thresholds
for electron trigger. Therefore, we confirmed that the electron
identification system exhibits the expected pion rejection per-
formance through the analysis of commissioning data.155

Figure 8: (a) ADC spectrum of the HBD calibrated with the number of pho-
toelectrons. The event samples were selected under the condition that the LG
residual was �80 to 80 mm in Fig. 7 (b). The event-mixing distribution is sub-
tracted to eliminate the e↵ect of miss-tracking. Events with no HBD hits within
a 20 mm radius of the track interpolation points were filled to 0 bin. Red line
shows the shape of the expected electron response obtained from Fig. 6 (a).
(b) The LG ADC spectrum calibrated with energy deposit of electrons. The
pion samples were generated by selecting a range of HBD residuals from �36
mm to 17 mm in Fig. 7 (a). When no LG hits are found within 80 mm of the
extrapolated points of the tracks, the entries were filled to 0 bin. 1 GeV/c elec-
trons are expected to have a distribution as shown in the red line based on prior
test experiments[5].

Outlook. The present analysis shows that the electron identi-
fication system well suppressed pions. The su�ciency of the
rejection performance estimated from these responses will be
evaluated after the yield estimation of vector mesons and the
optimization of operation conditions. The next step is to evalu-160

ate in detail the electron e�ciency of the HBD and LG, includ-
ing the incident angle and momentum dependence.

4. Summary

We have started the J-PARC E16 experiment, which aims
to investigate the mechanism of hadron mass generation due165

to partial restoration of chiral symmetry at finite density. We
measure the � meson mass via di-electron decays. The HBD
and LG were developed for this experiment, which requires
stable operation and high rejection performance under high
rate for each detectors. They were operated at the J-PARC170

high-momentum beamline in the 2020 and 2021 commission-
ing runs. We verified that the HBD and LG were successfully
operated under a high-counting rate and detected electrons. The
preliminary result of the o✏ine analysis shows that the position
matching between the electron identification system and track-175

ing devices is e↵ective to suppress pion backgrounds. Further
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Figure 7 shows the residual between the HBD (LG) hit posi-
tions and the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR hits.
Here, the criteria for defining pions are the same as in Fig. 6.
The HBD (LG) hit positions successfully match with the recon-
structed tracks. The horizontal pitch of the HBD readout pads is140

15.4 mm and the width of residual is consistent with the pitch.
The pitch of the LG segment is 124 mm horizontally and the
width seems to be reasonable.

Furthermore, the event-mixing distribution represented by
the magenta histogram is significantly suppressed compared to145

the foreground distribution in the peak regions. This means
that we obtain the tracks with good purity by requiring position
matching of the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR
and the HBD (LG) hit positions.

Figure 7: (a) Residual between all HBD hits in an event and the extrapolation
of tracks using the SSD and GTR to the HBD readout plane. The HBD was
operated in forward bias to detect mainly pions. The magenta histogram rep-
resents the residual between all hits in a mixing event and the extrapolation of
tracks without normalization.
(b) The plot shows residual for all LG hits. The mixing distribution was gener-
ated in the same way as in (a).

The response of HBD (LG) to pions defined in the LG (HBD)150

is shown in Fig. 8. Both the HBD and LG signals for pions
were su�ciently suppressed relative with the online thresholds
for electron trigger. Therefore, we confirmed that the electron
identification system exhibits the expected pion rejection per-
formance through the analysis of commissioning data.155

Figure 8: (a) ADC spectrum of the HBD calibrated with the number of pho-
toelectrons. The event samples were selected under the condition that the LG
residual was �80 to 80 mm in Fig. 7 (b). The event-mixing distribution is sub-
tracted to eliminate the e↵ect of miss-tracking. Events with no HBD hits within
a 20 mm radius of the track interpolation points were filled to 0 bin. Red line
shows the shape of the expected electron response obtained from Fig. 6 (a).
(b) The LG ADC spectrum calibrated with energy deposit of electrons. The
pion samples were generated by selecting a range of HBD residuals from �36
mm to 17 mm in Fig. 7 (a). When no LG hits are found within 80 mm of the
extrapolated points of the tracks, the entries were filled to 0 bin. 1 GeV/c elec-
trons are expected to have a distribution as shown in the red line based on prior
test experiments[5].

Outlook. The present analysis shows that the electron identi-
fication system well suppressed pions. The su�ciency of the
rejection performance estimated from these responses will be
evaluated after the yield estimation of vector mesons and the
optimization of operation conditions. The next step is to evalu-160

ate in detail the electron e�ciency of the HBD and LG, includ-
ing the incident angle and momentum dependence.

4. Summary

We have started the J-PARC E16 experiment, which aims
to investigate the mechanism of hadron mass generation due165

to partial restoration of chiral symmetry at finite density. We
measure the � meson mass via di-electron decays. The HBD
and LG were developed for this experiment, which requires
stable operation and high rejection performance under high
rate for each detectors. They were operated at the J-PARC170

high-momentum beamline in the 2020 and 2021 commission-
ing runs. We verified that the HBD and LG were successfully
operated under a high-counting rate and detected electrons. The
preliminary result of the o✏ine analysis shows that the position
matching between the electron identification system and track-175

ing devices is e↵ective to suppress pion backgrounds. Further
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Figure 7 shows the residual between the HBD (LG) hit posi-
tions and the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR hits.
Here, the criteria for defining pions are the same as in Fig. 6.
The HBD (LG) hit positions successfully match with the recon-
structed tracks. The horizontal pitch of the HBD readout pads is140

15.4 mm and the width of residual is consistent with the pitch.
The pitch of the LG segment is 124 mm horizontally and the
width seems to be reasonable.

Furthermore, the event-mixing distribution represented by
the magenta histogram is significantly suppressed compared to145

the foreground distribution in the peak regions. This means
that we obtain the tracks with good purity by requiring position
matching of the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR
and the HBD (LG) hit positions.

Figure 7: (a) Residual between all HBD hits in an event and the extrapolation
of tracks using the SSD and GTR to the HBD readout plane. The HBD was
operated in forward bias to detect mainly pions. The magenta histogram rep-
resents the residual between all hits in a mixing event and the extrapolation of
tracks without normalization.
(b) The plot shows residual for all LG hits. The mixing distribution was gener-
ated in the same way as in (a).

The response of HBD (LG) to pions defined in the LG (HBD)150

is shown in Fig. 8. Both the HBD and LG signals for pions
were su�ciently suppressed relative with the online thresholds
for electron trigger. Therefore, we confirmed that the electron
identification system exhibits the expected pion rejection per-
formance through the analysis of commissioning data.155

Figure 8: (a) ADC spectrum of the HBD calibrated with the number of pho-
toelectrons. The event samples were selected under the condition that the LG
residual was �80 to 80 mm in Fig. 7 (b). The event-mixing distribution is sub-
tracted to eliminate the e↵ect of miss-tracking. Events with no HBD hits within
a 20 mm radius of the track interpolation points were filled to 0 bin. Red line
shows the shape of the expected electron response obtained from Fig. 6 (a).
(b) The LG ADC spectrum calibrated with energy deposit of electrons. The
pion samples were generated by selecting a range of HBD residuals from �36
mm to 17 mm in Fig. 7 (a). When no LG hits are found within 80 mm of the
extrapolated points of the tracks, the entries were filled to 0 bin. 1 GeV/c elec-
trons are expected to have a distribution as shown in the red line based on prior
test experiments[5].

Outlook. The present analysis shows that the electron identi-
fication system well suppressed pions. The su�ciency of the
rejection performance estimated from these responses will be
evaluated after the yield estimation of vector mesons and the
optimization of operation conditions. The next step is to evalu-160

ate in detail the electron e�ciency of the HBD and LG, includ-
ing the incident angle and momentum dependence.

4. Summary

We have started the J-PARC E16 experiment, which aims
to investigate the mechanism of hadron mass generation due165

to partial restoration of chiral symmetry at finite density. We
measure the � meson mass via di-electron decays. The HBD
and LG were developed for this experiment, which requires
stable operation and high rejection performance under high
rate for each detectors. They were operated at the J-PARC170

high-momentum beamline in the 2020 and 2021 commission-
ing runs. We verified that the HBD and LG were successfully
operated under a high-counting rate and detected electrons. The
preliminary result of the o✏ine analysis shows that the position
matching between the electron identification system and track-175

ing devices is e↵ective to suppress pion backgrounds. Further
analysis for yield estimation is ongoing.
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・Residual between HBD or LG hit and track projection 
・Reconstructed tracks match well with eID counters.

HBD LG

HBD pad pitch: 15.4 mm 
LG block pitch: 124 mm



Performance of online π rejection 18

Figure 7 shows the residual between the HBD (LG) hit posi-
tions and the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR hits.
Here, the criteria for defining pions are the same as in Fig. 6.
The HBD (LG) hit positions successfully match with the recon-
structed tracks. The horizontal pitch of the HBD readout pads is140

15.4 mm and the width of residual is consistent with the pitch.
The pitch of the LG segment is 124 mm horizontally and the
width seems to be reasonable.

Furthermore, the event-mixing distribution represented by
the magenta histogram is significantly suppressed compared to145

the foreground distribution in the peak regions. This means
that we obtain the tracks with good purity by requiring position
matching of the tracks reconstructed from the SSD and GTR
and the HBD (LG) hit positions.

Figure 7: (a) Residual between all HBD hits in an event and the extrapolation
of tracks using the SSD and GTR to the HBD readout plane. The HBD was
operated in forward bias to detect mainly pions. The magenta histogram rep-
resents the residual between all hits in a mixing event and the extrapolation of
tracks without normalization.
(b) The plot shows residual for all LG hits. The mixing distribution was gener-
ated in the same way as in (a).

The response of HBD (LG) to pions defined in the LG (HBD)150

is shown in Fig. 8. Both the HBD and LG signals for pions
were su�ciently suppressed relative with the online thresholds
for electron trigger. Therefore, we confirmed that the electron
identification system exhibits the expected pion rejection per-
formance through the analysis of commissioning data.155

Figure 8: (a) ADC spectrum of the HBD calibrated with the number of pho-
toelectrons. The event samples were selected under the condition that the LG
residual was �80 to 80 mm in Fig. 7 (b). The event-mixing distribution is sub-
tracted to eliminate the e↵ect of miss-tracking. Events with no HBD hits within
a 20 mm radius of the track interpolation points were filled to 0 bin. Red line
shows the shape of the expected electron response obtained from Fig. 6 (a).
(b) The LG ADC spectrum calibrated with energy deposit of electrons. The
pion samples were generated by selecting a range of HBD residuals from �36
mm to 17 mm in Fig. 7 (a). When no LG hits are found within 80 mm of the
extrapolated points of the tracks, the entries were filled to 0 bin. 1 GeV/c elec-
trons are expected to have a distribution as shown in the red line based on prior
test experiments[5].

Outlook. The present analysis shows that the electron identi-
fication system well suppressed pions. The su�ciency of the
rejection performance estimated from these responses will be
evaluated after the yield estimation of vector mesons and the
optimization of operation conditions. The next step is to evalu-160

ate in detail the electron e�ciency of the HBD and LG, includ-
ing the incident angle and momentum dependence.

4. Summary

We have started the J-PARC E16 experiment, which aims
to investigate the mechanism of hadron mass generation due165

to partial restoration of chiral symmetry at finite density. We
measure the � meson mass via di-electron decays. The HBD
and LG were developed for this experiment, which requires
stable operation and high rejection performance under high
rate for each detectors. They were operated at the J-PARC170

high-momentum beamline in the 2020 and 2021 commission-
ing runs. We verified that the HBD and LG were successfully
operated under a high-counting rate and detected electrons. The
preliminary result of the o✏ine analysis shows that the position
matching between the electron identification system and track-175

ing devices is e↵ective to suppress pion backgrounds. Further
analysis for yield estimation is ongoing.
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Both HBD and LG signal for pions were suppressed. 
The performance is consistent with the design.

HBD π rejection for trigger 
・Achieved      : 97.6 ± 0.6 % 
・Design Value: 98 %

LG π rejection for trigger 
・Achieved       : 91.2 ± 0.7 % 
(・Design Value: 90 %)

HBD responce to π LG responce to π

response to π response to π



Performance of electron detection 19
Online results

�㟁Ꮚͬʋ୰㛫Ꮚ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᛂ⟅ (w/o tracking)

8

Electron candidate: LG > 0.5GeV 
Pion candidate: 0.1GeV < LG < 0.25GeV

Electron candidate: ,���ǁĂƐ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�͞ƌĞǀĞƌƐĞ�ďŝĂƐ͟�
Pion candidate: ,���ǁĂƐ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�͞ĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ�ďŝĂƐ͟

Both detectors enhanced electrons!

HBD LG

Online results
�㟁Ꮚͬʋ୰㛫Ꮚ䛻ᑐ䛩䜛ᛂ⟅ (w/o tracking)

8

Electron candidate: LG > 0.5GeV 
Pion candidate: 0.1GeV < LG < 0.25GeV

Electron candidate: ,���ǁĂƐ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�͞ƌĞǀĞƌƐĞ�ďŝĂƐ͟�
Pion candidate: ,���ǁĂƐ�ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�͞ĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ�ďŝĂƐ͟

Both detectors enhanced electrons!

HBD LG

Both the detectors show the electron enhancement.

Run0 electron ID status

9HBD that utilized a CsI photocathode observed 
10ʸ2 p.e.

� consistent with the expected performance
� fit with a Poisson distribution convoluted with a Polya distribution

2/15/2022

25

   : Data 
   : Fit (Poisson distribution 
         convoluted with a Polya distribution)

The performance of HBD and LG is enough 
to separate electrons from pions.

Response of HBD to electrons

Response of HBD to electrons 
is consistent with expectation. 
・Achieved     : 10 ± 2 p.e. 
・Design Value: 11 p.e.
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○J-PARC E16 experiment 
　・Measurement of vector meson in nuclei. 
　・J-PARC high-p beam line established in 2020 

○Commissioning run 
　・Carried out in 06/2020, 02/2021, 06/2021 
　・Max beam intensity: 1.2 × 1010 /spill 
　・Acquired pilot data 
　・Unexpected beam micro structure was found. 
　　-> Improvement is expected. 

○Analysis 
　・Tracking, π rejection and electron ID worked well. 
　・Improvement of tracking is still ongoing. 

○For the Run1 
　・Planned in 2023 
　・New detector modules are under construction. 
　・8 modules will be operated. 15k φ mesons will be obtained.

Summary & Outlook

� J-PARC E16ᐇ㦂䠖ཎᏊ᰾୰䛻䛚䛡䜛䝧䜽䝍䞊୰㛫Ꮚ䛾㟁Ꮚᑐᔂቯ䜢 ᐃ
� 2020ᖺ䛛䜙2021ᖺ䛻䛛䛡䛶䚸䝡䞊䝮䝷䜲䞁䛸䝇䝨䜽䝖䝻䝯䞊䝍䛾䝁䝭䝑䝅䝵䝙䞁䜾䜢ᐇ
�㟁Ꮚ㆑᳨ูฟჾ䛾HBD䛸LG䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸㟁Ꮚ䛾ᛂ⟅䛻ʋ୰㛫Ꮚ䛻ẚ䜉䛶㉸㐣䛜ぢ䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢
䝉䝭䜸䞁䝷䜲䞁䛷☜ㄆ䛧䛯䚹

� 䝖䝷䝑䜽䜢䛳䛯HBD䛸LG䛾ʋ୰㛫Ꮚ㝖ཤᛶ⬟ホ౯䛜㐍⾜୰䚹
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о ⌧ᐇ䛾䝞䝑䜽䜾䝷䜴䞁䝗⎔ቃୗ䛻䛚
䛡䜛ʋ୰㛫Ꮚ㝖ཤᛶ⬟䛾༑ศᛶ

о 㟁Ꮚ᳨ฟຠ⋡

�≀⌮䝕䞊䝍ྲྀᚓ䛻ྥ䛡䛯䚸䝇䝨䜽
䝖䝻䝯䞊䝍䛾䜰䜽䝉䝥䝍䞁䝇ᣑᙇ

� 2023ᖺ䛻≀⌮䝕䞊䝍ྲྀᚓணᐃ

Summary

Outlook
Newly installed LG modules 
after Run 0
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J-PARC-HI (J-PARC Heavy-Ion Project)

l Explore QCD phase diagram at high 
density regime

l Studies of multi-strangeness system
l HI beam rate ~1011 Hz 
l ÖsNN (U) = 1.9-4.9 GeV 

3 GeV RCS
(p)

0.4à3GeV

MR
3à30 GeV 

(p)

H- Linac: 0.4 
GeV

MLF
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Beam 
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n shield

Extended proton 
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Proton 
beam line

E16 
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2. Phase-I 
(108Hz)
Upgraded E16 3. Phase-II (1011Hz)

Large acceptance spectrometer

J-PARC-HI
spectrometer

Hadron Experimental Facility

Hadron

QGP

1 st-order 
phase boundary

QCD Critical Point

Color
Super
conductor

J-PARC-HI

LHC/
RHIC

J-PARC-HI Accelerators

Poster: Apr. 8, 3T 15-1 

○Related posters (Poster session 3, 4/8 14:00-15:00) 
　・T15_1 (#324): Studying high-density baryonic matter 
　　                      at J-PARC Heavy-Ion Project (H. Sako) 
　・T15_2 (#785): A new experiment of di-electron measurement 
　　                      at the 1st stage of J-PARC Heavy-Ion Project (Y. Morino) 
　・T11_1 (#325): Study of φ mass modification with K+K- decay 
　　                      in p+A collisions at J-PARC (S. Sato)
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○J-PARC E16 experiment 
　・Measurement of vector meson in nuclei 
　・J-PARC high-p beam line established in 2020 

○Commissioning run 
　・Carried out in 06/2020, 02/2021, 06/2021 
　・Max beam intensity: 1.2 × 1010 /spill 
　・Acquired pilot data 
　・Unexpected beam micro structure was found. 
　　-> Improvement is expected. 

○Analysis 
　・Tracking, π rejection and electron ID worked well. 
　・Improvement of tracking is still ongoing. 

○For the Run1 
　・Planned in 2023 
　・New detector modules are under construction. 
　・8 modules will be operated. 15k φ mesons will be obtained.

Summary & Outlook

� J-PARC E16ᐇ㦂䠖ཎᏊ᰾୰䛻䛚䛡䜛䝧䜽䝍䞊୰㛫Ꮚ䛾㟁Ꮚᑐᔂቯ䜢 ᐃ
� 2020ᖺ䛛䜙2021ᖺ䛻䛛䛡䛶䚸䝡䞊䝮䝷䜲䞁䛸䝇䝨䜽䝖䝻䝯䞊䝍䛾䝁䝭䝑䝅䝵䝙䞁䜾䜢ᐇ
�㟁Ꮚ㆑᳨ูฟჾ䛾HBD䛸LG䛻䛚䛔䛶䚸㟁Ꮚ䛾ᛂ⟅䛻ʋ୰㛫Ꮚ䛻ẚ䜉䛶㉸㐣䛜ぢ䜙䜜䜛䛣䛸䜢
䝉䝭䜸䞁䝷䜲䞁䛷☜ㄆ䛧䛯䚹

� 䝖䝷䝑䜽䜢䛳䛯HBD䛸LG䛾ʋ୰㛫Ꮚ㝖ཤᛶ⬟ホ౯䛜㐍⾜୰䚹
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�≀⌮䝕䞊䝍ྲྀᚓ䛻ྥ䛡䛯䚸䝇䝨䜽
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Summary

Outlook
Newly installed LG modules 
after Run 0

○Posters about J-PARC HI Project 
　(4/8 14:00-15:00) 
　・T15_1: J-PARC HI Project (H. Sako) 
　・T15_2: 1st stage of J-PARC HI 
　　           (Y. Morino) 
　・T11_1: φ->K+K- @high-p (S. Sato)


